ECO HYBRID
WELFARE VAN

On board solar technology allows the van’s welfare
facilities to run from the captured and stored energy
Key Statistics* Non-Hybrid Van
Daily Engine Usage
Fuel Consumption / hr

6 hrs

1 hr

1.51 litres

1.51 litres

Fuel cost / litre
CO₂ / litre

Hybrid Van

£1.00

£1.00

2.68 kg

2.68 kg
£1.00

Cost / day

£9.06

Cost / year

£2,301

£254

CO₂ / day

16.08 kg

2.68 kg

CO₂ / year

4,084.32 kg

680.72 kg

*Based on the same working conditions as a Non-Hybrid, the Hybrid Welfare
Van would idle for a much reduced time frame i.e. 1 hour in this instance. The
difference in cost per day to run a hybrid is shown above. Solar panels gain
maximum output in direct sunlight, but they work in regular daylight and
cloudy weather too. This assessment is guidance ONLY.

0333 202 2650
hiredesk@gapvehiclehire.co.uk

Eco Hybrid Welfare Van Q&As
1. How do the solar panels power the amenities and store the energy?
The solar panels provide an electrical input back through the Easi-Power Lithium battery system. This
stores 100Ahr of usable energy which is utilised to run the on-board power of the vehicle (heater,
lighting, water boiler, etc...). The panels are high efficiency and on an average day can produce
a maximum of 600W between them. Depending on the load placed on the vehicle this output is
sufficient to run the vehicle facilities and keep the battery system in charge.

2. When there is no solar energy to be used, does the diesel engine power the
amenities in the van?
In the event that the solar is not functioning (night time, etc…) then all facilities are run directly from the
stored energy through the Easi-Power system. When this energy source runs low, the user can use
the keyout run system to run the diesel engine to re-charge the battery system. A charge from 30% 100% take approx. 35 minutes depending on temperature and loads running at that time.

3. Are there any facilities in the van that cannot be powered by solar energy?
There isn’t anything specifically that cannot run by solar, with exception of the roof beacon. For safety
reasons this is hard connected via the vehicle battery.

